
Box 1


10.  *Indian and Mexican Arts.* s.l., Fred Harvey, 1938.


17. *La Fonda in Old Santa Fe, New Mexico*. 1938.


29. Meal check from Santa Fe Railway, Fred Harvey Dining Car Service, n.d.

30. Illustrated cover from a packet of matches, Fred Harvey Hotel La Fonda in Old Santa Fe, New Mexico. Includes list of hotels and restaurants on interior.

31. Printed cover from a packet of matches, Fred Harvey El Otero Hotel, La Junta. Includes map on interior.
32. Printed cover from a packet of matches, “3000 Miles of Hospitality” Fred Harvey Hotels, Restaurants, Shops. Includes advertisement for La Fonda in Old Santa Fe on interior.


36. A box of “Souvenir Playing Cards of the Great Southwest. Made and Published Exclusively for Fred Harvey, Kansas City, Mo.”